
Ghost - Service / valet mode 
 
Service / valet mode allows you to hand over the keys to your car to someone 
without having to give them your disarm sequence. This way they get to know that 
your car is protected by the Ghost. Use this mode when you take your car for service 
or valet parking. Here are a few key points about service mode. 
 

• Allows for an indefinite amount for starts and drives without needing the 
disarm sequence 

• Turns off all key learning protection (this is still active when the Ghost is 
disarmed!) 

• Can be manually turned exited 
• Will exit automatically when driven for a reasonable time 

 
How to enter service / valet mode 

1. Disarm the system using your disarm sequence or mobile app 
2. Drive to, and park up at the dealership, airport, valeter’s etc and while the 

engine is still running, turn the app completely off then press your service 
button 5 times 

3. The indication lamp will flash back at you 5 times to confirm service / valet 
mode has been entered 

 
How to exit service / valet mode manually 

1. Simply enter your normal disarm sequence (must have an ignition cycle since 
service mode was entered) 

2. There will be the normal disarm 2 flash confirmation 
3. The next time the ignition is switched off the Ghost will rearm as normal 

 
How service / valet mode exits automatically 

1. Drive up to 31 mph (50 kph)  
2. Continue to drive (at any speed) for 15 minutes 
3. Once the time as elapsed there will be 2 flashes to indicate that service / valet 

mode has exited 
 

Note 1: If you switch off the ignition before the 15 minutes time has elapsed the Ghost will stay in 
service / valet mode 
 
Note 2: Should you not know what your service button is, contact Cygnal 


